NOW&THEN
of this city was probably a da·
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who recorded Henry and Sara
Yesler on their front porch at what
is now the northeast comer of Ftrst ·
Avenue and James Street in 1910.
The innocent 1890s' town of
30,000 plus that still shared person·

-

aJ memories with the Denny party
had changed by 1910 into a
sophisticated city of more than
200,000 stran~. New citizens
voradously consumed pictures of
its booming success in tour books
and newspapers. Many also were
recording their own soda! mobility
in family albums.
ft was primarily for such a
population in touch with only its
most recent past that the photogra~ic co~vention of " Then and
Now was introduced. And it was
typically used to decorate the
rhetoric of progress with the visual
evidences and exc:klmations of the
"look how far we have come!''
variety.
The photos on this page begin
a series that will run "now and
then" in Pacific. We hope that your
response to (hiS series will do more
than simply strengthen a presumptive pride in the present and more
than indulge a nostalgia for the
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post.
Seattle is a city so young that
two thirds of its 130-year history iS
remembered by Uving citizens.
This reservoir of human witness
is like a second city of historical
captions that exists as potential
commentary.
If this series is successful it will
help liberate this second city. The
~ers ar~ invited to respond with
the1r own 1mages and captions.
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HE day is Wednesday,
March 12, 1919. The silent
film "The Forbidden Room"
is in the last day of a four-day run
at the Colonial Theater on Fourth
Avenue between Pike and Pine
Streets. The film stars Gladys
Brockwell, who plays a "girl ste-
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!though the University of
Washington's Historical
Photography Collection

receives

occasional

re.
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at Alki Point November 13, 185L
Photography was still in its
adolescence. It hl!ld been only 12
years since the Parisian Louis
Oaguerre first introduced his " mir·

ror with a memory" before the

French Academy. World response
was enormous. Before the year
1839 was out the American Jo.

seph Saxton was recording the
skyline in Philadelphia. The same
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The earliest extan! photograph

performance, however, probably
will be missed and the theater
empty, for tonight the city itself will
be the show as it celebrates the
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lery."

The photograph, at left, was
taken in midaftemoon, and the
parade of local heroes through
downtown has just ended. Uni·
f~ men and celebrating dti·

zens are mingling in the st:reets and
rehearsing, perhaps, for the night's
street dance In Tl!neS Square. At 8
p.m . fir~orits will be set off from
the roof of The Tunes Building and
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these pyrotechnics:
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63rd came home a day to be
remembered with such historical
red-letter days as Armistice Day
(and night), the Great Fire, the first
Klondike gold ship and the opening
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Brockwell's melodramatic heroics
could soar so high.
The photograph above shows
the same intersec11on today, with a
young woman holding a print of
the earlier scene.

'Artist-Historian'

F

or the past seven years Paul
Dorpat has been researchin
visual evidences of region~
history. He has looked at tens of
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volent and jubilant dynamite than
the merry street c~mival and pavement dance last night that made
Times Square a mass of swaying,
noisemaking, exuberant humanity

west Collection, the Museum of
History and lndustrie'S library and
many other sources such as city
agendes, businesses, family albums, photography studios

· · :' Areworks at The Times Build·
ing represented literally the figura-

He has received a vMety of
grants (including from the King
County Arts Commission, The Na·
tiona! Endowment for the Arts and
The Littlefield Foundation) and has
twice been an artist-in-residence for
the City of Seattle through the
Seattle Arts Commission.
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program which piled sensation on
sensation until the city's homecom·
ing soldier sons admitted they
scarcely knew whether they were
coming or going . . .
"From the roof of The TUTieS
Building rockets soared screamingly upward and flared out in fantas·
tic shapes and lights lind showers
of fire . .
"Meanwhile bands -

four of
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jazziest of jazz music -

and
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etc.

pre;;;I' ~~-h~~.~ tab~
says. "My intent is to make
regional history more accessible to
more persons."
His recently pubUshed book,
"294 Glimpses of Historic Seattle,"
has been called ~n "aU-time local
best-seller." The cash from its sale
goes to a variety of charities,
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U. of W. He is working on ~ film
and two additiooal boOks on regional history.
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